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ABSTRACT

This report covers work of the Optics Division at Lincoln Laboratory
for the period 1 January through 30 June 1974.

The topics covered

are laser technology and propagation and optical measuremerts and
inst r urn ent ati on.
Additional information on the optics program may be found in the
semiannual technical summary reports to the Advanced Research
Projects Agency.
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INTRODUCTION

I.

LASER TECHNOLOGY AND PROPAGATION

An analysis of the effects of aerosol particle heating on laser beam propagation
has been carried out. The thermal blooming due to aerosol heating is shown to
be identical to molecular blooming and is characterized by the particle absorption coefficient o^. The Ri»yleigh-Gans scattering coefiicient from the index
spheres is also calculated.
A mathematical expression is derived for the autocorrelation function of the
phase change due to an ensemble of aerosol particles which is subjected to irradiation by a laser beam of finite wid'h.
Initial f.-xperiniental results have been obtained on double-pulse thermal blooming effects which simulate the first two pulses of a slewed repetitively pulsed
'aser. Th« results are compared with theoretical predictions and show qualitatively good agreement.
Measurements of specific focal spot impulse delivered to an aluminum target by
two C02 laser pulses in air are reported, and delay times for recovery of specific impulse to single-pulse values were observed to be about 30 msec for the
case of no crossflow of air over the target.
The electron density distribution generated by a 10,6-^m laser pulse focused to
10 W/cm on an aluminum target was measured interferometrically.
An experimental program has been initiated to measure the heating of mstallic
surfaces due to irradiation with 10.6-^m laser radiation in both the presence
and absence of plasma formation at the target surface. Preliminary surface
temperature measurements have been made with a copper target and fast thinfilm thermocouples.
The technique of direct electrical excitation of a lU-HF gas mixture in order to
obtain high-power, long-pulse HF laser oscillation has been tried and found to
be successful. Pnoptimized pulsed energy densities of 1.5 joules/liter were obtained with pulse lengths variable from 1 to 4 jisec.
An electron-beam-initiated long-pulse HF laser has been built and tested. Its
maximum pulse energies ar.d widths to date have been 1 joule and 3 ^sec,
respectively.
Construction of an electron-beam-initiated HF laser was completed.
joule pulsef of 200-nsec duration were obtained.

Twenty-

The HF electric discharge laser was scaled up in both physical size and energy
input. Energy output was increased from 2.25 to 6.0 joules.
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Microwave frequency counter measurements of difference frequencies between
stabilized 16012ClöO isotope and ^C1 O-, reference lasers were used to cal16 12 18
eulate the hand centers and rotational constants of {) r 0 to within a few
kHz. Numerous O C O laser transitions have also been observed
II. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION
The laboratory fast-shearing interferometer (FSI) was converted into an infrared
operating unit, and a test to check its operation at 10.6 ^m with a r02 laser was
carried out. In addition, a new engineered fast-shearing interferometer has
been used in several field experiments to carry out MTF measurements.
The engineered visible FSI was tested over a 600-m range with a laser source,
and a star source was observed from the ground, to obtain preliminary MTF
data along a variety of atmospheric propagation paths. The interferometer has
also been flown on the NASA AMES C-141 airplane, fitted tothe91.5-cm airborne telescope, and some star tests carried out to obtain flight MTF data.
In addition, several different wind tunnels have been investigated with the objective of determining which one or tvpe might be the cleanest optically for future
optical propagation experiments.
These short preliminary experiments have resulted in the collection of a large
amount of MTF data (over one million MTF curves) in a very short period of
time. A detailed analysis of the data has yet to be carried out, and will require
a considerable amount of time and effort. A brief outline of the results being
obtained with the interferometer is reported here in order to demonstrate its
performance in a variety of field environments and to provide a "quick-look"
assessment of different atmospheric propagation conditions.
Long-path ambient monitorings of carbon monoxide have been accomplished with
a tunable PbS. Se (x • 0.185) diode laser system. The laser was operated in a
commercially available closed-cycle cryogenic cooler instead of the conventional liquid-helium dewar. Field measurements of the CO levels were taken by
tuning the laser for resonant absorption ■ ectroscopy at a fundamental CO vibrational mode in the frequeacy region o 2110 cm' . The present system was
found to have a minimum detectable sigi.al for CO of ±2.5 parts per billion (ppb)
over the 610-meter path. A similar system is being installed inside a mobile
van for participation la the first Regional Air Pollution studies by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in St. Louis, Missouri.
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I.

LASER

TECHNOLOGY

AND

PROPAGATION
i

A.

PULSE PROPAGATION
1.

)

Theory
a.

Kt'tects of Ae 'osol Particle Heating on Laser
Beam Propagation

An analysis has been carried out for the heating of atmospheric particulates c!ae to absorption
of laser beam energy with conduction to the surrounding air.

The effects of the hot air spheres

on beam propagr.tion were evaluated by considering the scattering from the spheres and the thermal blooming due to the gross p 'ase change of rays passing through m<iny index spheres.
details of the calculation will appear in Project Report LTP 27 (Ref. 1).

The

A few of the mai'i re-

sults are given below.
The equilibrium temperature of a spherical particle of radius a is
T

a

= T

o

|1 + Iff /ZTTK aT I1'2
a'
o o

where we have assumed a temperature-dependent conductivity.
The characteristic equilibrium time for the particles is

V

= (T.

T

47ra Co
s s

where
I = laser bean intensity

.

ff

= particle absorption cross section

K

= thermal conductivity of air at ambient temperature T

C

■ specific heat of the particle

p

= mass density of thf particle

Figures 1-1 and -?. show values for T

and - for carbon.

The scattering of radiation from the hot spheres was found to satisfy the condition for
Rayleigh-Gans scKUtring theory which gave a volume scattering coefficient
.
2
ff„2aa"4 da
9irA2
,
o N o l Dt f
2
a
tRG
' 2\2K2T2
4, (i + ./t yti
o o
where
D

l4lrKoTol

MMMaMLMMmMM

J

f

I'ig.I-1. Calculated equilibrium
temperature for carbon particles
as a function of radius for various laser inte' sities.

PARTICLE

RADlUj, ol^ml

Fig. -i. Equilibration time for carbon
particles as a function of radius for various laser intensities. The slanted clashed
line separates the regions where the final
particle temperatures are less or greater
than the vaporization temperature.

PARTICLE

RADIUS, a Ipml

■

-

—

■

..

and
A

o

* 1 - index of refraction of air
N

o
I)

the coefficient in the aerosol size distribution
thermal dlffuaion coefficient of a.r

and
\ » laser wavelength
An example of this scattering coefficient for a ca'bon acre sol is showi. it Kig. 1-3.

Tig. 1-3. The Rayleigh-Gans scattering coefficient for the index spheres around
a carbon aerosol as a function of time and for various laser intensities.
The average phase change of a ray at time t in passing through many spheres a distance
A/, is
AZkA a

,.

,

,.2 3^,2

|

where
k = the wave number
iv

MM

= the aerosol absorption coefficient

.

p = density of air
o
C

■ specific heat of air

and
c(t/t..) is a function which has the value 1 for
t « t.. and 0 for t Z th
This phase change indicates that the thermal blooming due to aerosol heating is identical to
lolecular blooming in both the t5 and t regimes and is characterized by the particle absorption
coefficient n .
a

b.

U. }■:. l.encioni
II. Kleiman

Statistics of Phase Distortions Produced by I.ascr-ll.;i1ed Aerosols

When we consider the propagation of a laser beam through an aerosol-laden (or fog-laden)
atmosphere, the problem separates into two parts

(1) the effect of the beam on heating the

particles and producing an index "sphere" that expands around each particle, and (2) the distortion that the index spheres produce on the propagating radiation.

The first part determines the

time evolution and magnitude of phase change contributed by each particle ami is derived from
the physics of particle heating, evaporation, or explosion - whichever is the pertinent rigime.
This phase of the problem is being considered by others and will/ie treated by us separately.
In this report we wish to document the mathematics on developi icnt of the autocorrelation function of the phase change of the individual particles.

Contained in this derivation will be the func-

tions a(t) (vapor sphere radius) and An, whose values are determined by part (1).
For a calculation of beam distortion during propagation through an ensemble of index spheres.
we need to determine the average phase change due to an index sphere (or the ensemble) and the
positional autocorrelation function of the ensemble of spheres.
If we have a uniform index sphere (and ignore the obstruction of the particle at the center
since this simply acts as an absorber and, in general, is small compared to the index sphere
size) whose phase change per unit length through it is k()An. then the phase clianRt- of a "ray"
passing through at a distance r from the center of the sphere is Ik^n \f? - r2.

For future

reference we define the Fourier transform. r(k), of this phase change
„ . ik- r .2,
.(k) e
d k

k

\ ndz ■ ikr An v a
oJ
o

in the plane transverse to the propagation direction.
.(k) . —1-7 f eik

r

(1-1)

r^ a

Then,

(2k An N^2 - r2) reInk

(2ir)

Ana3

Ana\ ii^a)
ir

ka

o

(1-2)

3ir

where j.Cka) is the spherical BessePs function and the last expression is the leading term of the
expansion in k.

In the December 197 3 Optics Research Report it il shown that to first order this

spectrum agrees with the spectrum calculated from the scattertd wave, so using the geometric
optics approximation is appropriate.

.

We can now find that the average phase change contribution of an ensemble of particles randomly distributed over a path length 1- is determined by taking the product of the number of encounters per unit beam area and the contribution per encounter to find
<k
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where the last term is determined by averaging the phase change over the index sphere cross
section
a
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One can equivalently add the Fourier transform contributions in phase space and perform the
inverse transform:
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the index sphere volume.

Or finally one can use the probability distribution

that we shall next derive (in determination of the autocorrelation function) to arrive at the same
answer for the average phase change due to the ensemble.
We ask now what is the probability
P (n1x1 < x < x2.y1 < y < y2.z1 < z < zz)
that the random variable t. the number of particles in a given volume, takes on the value n in
the particular volume
v ■ PxPy1- = (x2 -«|i <y2 "V

(/

-2

_ z )

i

•

We know from the nature of the model that the mean number of particles in a given volume V is

Y

nl' (n.V) ■ NoV

(1-6)

.

n=0
If we make the assumptions that the number of particles in a given volume element is probabilistically independent of the number in any other volume element and that the probability of
more than one particle being in an infinitesimal volume element dV = dp dp 1. is infinitesimally
x y
smaller than the probability of one particle being in the same volume, this problem then becomes
completely analogous to the ca/se of the one-dimensi )nal Poisson distribution and the desired
probability is just
P^n, V) ■

^MMBI

(N V)n -N V
—^— e

(1-7)

—

where V

»'^'y'••

(A convenient source for the development of the Poisson distribution is

presented on pp. 177-186 in Statistical Theory of (('•nniunication. by Y.W. I,ee. where the substitution of N0 for k and >>XPV1- ■ V for f should be made for our case.)
We now ask what is the autocorrelation function of the phase changes due to the index spheres
of these randomly distributed particles.

Since the extent of the index spheres, and certainly of

the particles themselves, is small compared to the dimensions of the beam and propatfaii.m distances, one can consider the spheres to be delta functions in space for averaKintf over position
if one properly takes into aceount the magnitude of phase ehange contributed by each paitide.
The corresponding autocorrelation function for two positions separated by a distance r is then
CV Anl I

., (r)

V
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We define the two-dimensional unit impulse function in the limiting sense; namely, it is a pulse
of constant height A and extent dp da , su'h that the area is a constant of unitv as da dp
comes vanishingly small:
Adi)

1

dii

' x ' v

be-

(1-9)

dp x dp v -o
If we pick a given position, the probabilitv of a partic le being in the differential volume element
and thus yielding an amplitude i.
A is
^l1'"0

N ll

.> "xJ',y1-

(| u

-

"

and otherwise i 1 is zero.
From Kq. (1-8), for r

0, then
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where ö(x) and ö(y) are one-dimensional Dirac delta functions.

(1-11)
I'or r ^0,

P^U^x^lx^.V). .'^(x^^l^.x,.)
by the assumption ( ' independence of particles occurring in different volume elements.
by Kq. (1-8),

(1-12)
Then
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The total expression for the autocorrelation function is then from Kqs. (1-11) and (1-1 5)
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We recogni/e the last term as being the square of the mean phase change
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Therefore, the autocorrelation function of the fluctuations arouiul tlie mean is given by
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Z.

Double-Pulse Propagation Experiment

Initial experimental results have been obtained on ilouble-pulse thermal blooming effects
which simulate the first two pulses of a slewed repetitivelv pulsed laser, figure 1-4 shows the
experimental arrangement.

Two beams from two CO., e-beam pulsed lasers were focused with

48-ni optics at a diagnostics table.

Side orders from two gratings were used to monitor pulse

energy, pulse shape, and beam quality.

The two beams were aligned so that they overlapped

at the entrance of a S-m, absorption cell containing a mixture of propane and N, at atmospheric
pressure,

last-acting valves at the entrance and exit of the cell were used to contain the ab-

sorbing mixture.

The energy absorbed from the first.pulse through the cell caused a loc^l index
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l'ig.1-4. Kxperimental arrangemen used in the double-pulse blooming experiment.
The beams were focused with 48-ni optics at a diagnos^c table. The two beams
were made to overlap at the entrance to a 5-ni absorption cell which simultated a
pure slewing within the cell. An order from a grating at the exit to the cell was
placed on a 16-element energy array to obtain the one-dimensional energy distribution of the bloomed beam.

DIRECTION OF SLEWING
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BURNS
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lig. 1-5. Kxpcrimcntal burn fKitturns i)t the bloomed and unbloomed pulse are compared
to theoretically generated contours under the same conditiotis. Note tht crescent shape
of the bloomed beam.

Fig.l-6(a). Experimental one-dimensionil energy distributions of a bloomed
and unbloomed beam, (b) Theoretically generated distributions with the same
absorption conditions. Note the reduction in energy density and the shift of
the peak in the direction of slewing.

perturbation.

The second pulse which was .lelayed 10

sec passed through the cell at a slewed

angle relative to the first pulse and resulted in a distortion of the focused beam, the extent of
which depended on the absorbed energy of the first pulse.
unbloomed first pulse and bloomed second pulse.

Burn patterns were obtained for the

Figure I-S shows a comparison of a bloomed

and an unbloomed burn pattern togemer with theoreticallv generated contours.
The second pulse passed through a grating after the absorption cell.

A side order from this

grating was placed on a 16-element linear energy detector array to obtain the one-dimensional
distribution of energy in the bloomed beam.

Figure l-6(a) shows energy array measurements

for an unbloomed pulse and a bloomed pulse for which o E. -2x10

J/cm.

The bloomed pulse

has shifted in the direction of slewing and from Fig. 1-5 the focal pattern is in the form of a crescent.

Figure l-6(b) shows a theoretical comparison of a bloomed and an unbloomed pulse under

the same conditions as in the experiment.

The fifth-order 120° aberi-ation was introduced into

the code calculations in order to approximate the observed focal pattern (see F'^ I-S).

The

qualitative agreement is good in viev, at the difficulties of simulating the unbloomed distribution.
More detailed measurements are in progress with much better beam quality which should facilitate the data comparison with the computer code results.
tained which simulate slewing plus wind.

Also, blooming data are being ob-

These data will be reported at a later date.
R. W. O'Neil
D. E. Lencioni

B.

J. Herrmann
L. Fett'ngill

EFFECTS
1.

IJouble-Pulse Impulse Experiments

Measurements of specific focal spot impulse delivered to an aluminum target by two C02
laser pulses in air are reported.

The dual 500-J CO, laser system was used to provide two

coincident high-energy pulses with a variable time delay between them.

Delay times for recovery

of specific impulse to single-pulse values were observed to be about 30 msec for the case of no
crossflow of air over the target.
The dual C02 e-beam laser system described in Ref. 2 has been used to investigate the phenomena of multiple-pulse impulse loading of targets in the atmosphere.

The optical arrangement

of the system is shown in Fig. 1-7 where M3-1 an •■ M3-2 are 50-m focal length mirrors which are
aligned to provide coincident focal spots.
The wire diffraction gratings Gl and G2 were canted at an angle relative to each other so as
to separate the diffraction orders of the two laser beams in the focal plane.

The individual laser

pulse shapes, energies, and focal spot energy densities were determined with photon drag detectors

pyroelectric calorimeters, and thermally sensitive paper placed in the diffraction orders.'

The target for these experiments was a 1/2-inch-thick aluminum plate, in which a sensitive
pendulum, which was free to swing in a small hole drilled in the plate, was mounted.

The focal

spots for the two lasers were aligned on the pendulum which was a 0. 38-cm-diameter aluminum
rod, and the lasers were fixed with preset delay between the pulses.

The pendulum was used to

measure the total specific impulse delivered to the target in the area of the focal spot.
The area of the pendulum rod was 0.11 cm
of the two focal spots.

which was about 1.9 times the half-power area

The measured specific impulse is given by

| (taps) - LtejJtS
A cm

aamag

—^_ —.

Ti»>»»1
^

TSHGE'
AREA
OPTICAL T»Bl.£

Fig. 1-7. Schematic diagram of dual CO^ laser-optical arrangement.
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Fig. 1-8. Specific impulse delivered to the focal spot as a function to total
energy for both single- and double-pulse irradiation.
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where I is the total impulse transferred to the pendulum and A

is the area of the rod.

In

Kig.1-8, the measured specific impulse is presented as a function of total energy for both singU and double-pulse shots with various time delays as indicated.
pulse data (solid symbols) and is given by

Tlie solid line was fit to the single-

SUE»1/1

(1-17)

where E is the energy in the pulse,
is the same as previously noted
to the l/J power.
pulse is given by

l-'or a fixed pulse length and focal spot si/e, this relationship

where the impulse was proportional to the incident power density

Equation (1-17), then, implies that for two independent pulses, the total im-

mt) i/j

(Ej) 1/5

(I

8)

The double-pulse data for delay times of 15 to 300 jisec shown in Fig. 1-9 were plotted in the ;orm
I

+

Ig

I,, and Ej + E2 ^ E.

These data indicate that for T

• 1 msec the two pulses are not

independent, but have the same effect as a single pulse with the same total energy, i.e..
's

a

(t

l

l E )

1/3

(1-19)

2

The data for delay times greater than 1 msec show an increased specific impulse for a given
total energy and indicate the two puUes are beginning IO let independently.

To show this effect

more clearly the diuble-pulse impuUe data were plotted in nrrmalized form in Fig. 1-9.
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Fig. 1-9. Normalized impulse as a function of delay time between laser pulses.
I is the measured specific impulse and 1
and 1
are the specific impulses to
be expected from single pulses of energies E. .->nd E,.
1

is the measured total impulse and 1
s
s. and s2 are the specific impulses to be expected from
single pulses with energies of Ej and E2. The normalized impulse is plotted as a function of
delay time between the two laser pulses. These data show that the impulse "recovery" is not
complete for these conditions until after a delay time of about 30 msec. The dashed line in
Fig. 1-9 indicates the normalized impulse expected when the two pulses act as a single pulse,
i.e., when
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and when 1'.

(2)

I

* I

1/}

0.63

•1
The long delay times necessary for the secoml pulse to act indepemientlv >'l the first, seem
to be due to parti-ulates, which are generated by the first pulse and aet as breakdown trinn<'rs
in the focai volume when irradiated by the second pulse.

In lig.l-10 typical streak photographs

TIME

(b)

1'iR. 1-10. Streak photographs of (a) plasma front generated by pulse 1,
and (b) plasma front generated by pulse 2.

of the plasma-front motion for the first and second pulses are shown.

The plasma-front motion

away from the target for the first pulse is well behaved while for the second pulse several near
simultaneous breakdowns are observed away from the target surface.
here were done with no crossflow of air over the target.

The experiments reported

If the measurements were repeated

with crossflow, the delay time required for "recovery" should be determined by the time it takes
to clear the focal volume.
I)

(1-21)

where D is the focal spot diameter and » is the crossflow ve.ocity.
J. E. Ixjwder
L. C. Pettingill
2.

I aoer-Onerated Electron Distribution in Front of Target

In the preceding Optics Research Report

the environment in front of a laser-irradiated tar-

get was characterized using visible interferometry and 10.6-nm crossbeam absorption.

At the

tirrif of publication few interferograms had been reduced via Abelian inversion to 2-dimensional
maps of optical refractivity, (n - l)/(n0 -1). In this section we have selected those data in which
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target irradiation and interlerometer observation.
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the ineidont flux levels wore 1 to 5 x 1 0^ VV 'cm* or in the region where efficient thermal coupling has been reported on metallic target«.

Interferograms typical of this regime (I'igs. I-37(a)

and (c) m (optics Resean h Report l'>7J-2) manifest spherical symmetry for 2

t

~90 jisec.

Plots of the optical refractivity (n - 1) '(n() - 1) as a function of Z, the distance normal to the
target, characterize the entire hemispherical distribution.

Hy combining data from instantan-

eous 2-dimensional interferograms and time-resolved streak interferograms the temporal evolution and decay of the surface plasma has been characterized.
The observation and irradiation geometry is illustrated in l-'ig. 1-11.

Three-mm-thick

2 x 2-cm aluminum targets lundeaned shop grade 2024) were used for all experiments.

A typi-

cal laser pulse containing ~S J in 40 to ^0 pMC is illustrated in Fig. I-U(b) in Optics Research
Report lt)73-2.

The focal spot had a smooth profile with half-power diameter of 5.H mm

(0.11 cm").
Figure [-12 is a plot of (n - 1) (n0 - 1) as a function of Z for an average incident flux of
1.2 x 10

VV cm2 at S, 10, IS. 2S, and iS pMC from the beginning of irradiation.

mation occurred in

1 pSOC during the initial gain spike.

1'lasma for-

This instantaneous flux during the spike

is 2 to 2.S times the average during most of the pulse.

The regions of negative refractivity,
18
-3
assumed to be purely electronic, are indicative of electron densities of nc ~ 2 to 4 x 10
cm
in a 3-mm sphere at 5 |iaec; at 2S and SS jisec, ntl ~ 5 x 10

cm

and the radius of the electron-

rich region has decreased from ~8 mm to ~S mm at the longer observation time.

In this irra-

diance regime the pressure wave generated at the target is a weak, nearly sonic (■ Mach 2)
disturbance.
After the laser irradiation has been terminated, the electron sphere decays slowly leaving
in front of the target a hot low-density air and target vapor sphere with -S mm radius for this
experimental geometry.

These conditions are illustrated in Fig. 1-15 for observation times 8,

c

22, and 4 i ^sec after a 4S-jisec irradiation at -tO VV cm .
The complexity of the physical processes taking place at the targc-t makes analytic c omparisorj with theory difficult.

Stanim and Nielson have constructed a computer program to consider

a one-dimensional model of the laser target interaction in the thermal coupling regime (10
107 VV 'cm ) (Ref. 6).
~10"18 cm

For an incident flux of 10

VV cm

to

they predict an electron dersity of

extending ~7 mm from the target surface at 12 usec.

This prediction is bracketed

by the data for 10 and IS ^isec in Pig. 1-12.
The data presented above illustrate a tenuous relatively thin electron-rich region near the
surface of an aluminum target irradiated at 10

Wem .

The pressure disturbance is relatively

1 5
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In this report. W9 describe the experimental work towards developing such a laser. The
theoretical rationale behind our approach has been discussed in dtfail in the two previous Optics
Research Reports.
We wish to emphasize that our approach, e.g.. use of a cold-cath ide-electron beam-stabilized
discharge to pump an H^-HF mixture, is very much in the experimental-early development stage.
With one recent exception, no other laboratories have reported laser oscillation in such a system.
No previous reports of laser action at the high pressures and at the electric field to particle densities (E/N) ratios, which we have worked with here, have been made.
b.

Experimental Apparatus

The electron beam system for this laser arrived from the vendor in late April several months
behind schedule. Within three weeks after arrival the experimental apparatus shown in Eig. 1-15
was constructed. Of particular importance in this apparatus are the following: (1) the vacuum
chamber and the gas flowing system were fabricated entirely of materials resistant to attack
by HE, U) the ultimate vacuum in this system was 40 microns with a leak (outgassing) rate of
about 200 microns/half hour. (3) the system has gas applies suitable for non-flowing static-fill
gas mixture, (4) a capacitance monomoter. having a dynamic range of 104 was used to monitor
the pressures of the HE. H2. and A, and (5) both laser detectors were housed in a l-araday cage
to eliminate stray noise arising from the electron beam gun.
Performance from the electron beam-sustainer discharge system was good. We were able
to obtain reliable 3-(isec pulses of electrons with current densities of ~ 1 A/<;m2 and energies
of 2 00 keV. Within certain limitations, we were able to vary the beam pulse width from 0.5 to
5 fisec. Higher electron energies and currents could be obtained; however, in view of the tight
schedule little effort was made to "push" the device to ks maximum stated limits.
c.

Experimental Results

The first experimental result was that tne laser oscillates. Its output wavelengths are the
HE i-jim vibrational-rotational bands of interest to this program. This fact was confirmed by
inserting an array of high- and low-pass optical filters in front of the detectors. In this manner
the laser wavelength was bracketed to be between 2 and 5 ^m. In addition, no laser oscillation
was observed with HE absent from the gas mixture.
In another experiment, we confirmed that the small-signal gain of the medium was not so
high as to allow for strong stimulated emission to occur without the presence of mirror« ("superr.idiance" or superHuorescence). The absence of such very high gains means that extraction of
a high-quality optical beam from a well-designed optical cavity is possible. Good beam quality
is an important step in obtaining a high-brightness laser source.
One portion of the objective of this program is to produce an HE laser with a long (1 to
5 jisec) pulse width. Measurement of the laser pulse length was made with a suitable filtered
InSb detector. As illustrated in Eig. 1-16, our measurements determined that the HE pulse length
followed the sustainer current pulse (after a delay of about 1 usec). Thus, the maximum laser
pulse in our case was about 4 ^sec - the duration of the maximum length i -beam pulse used in
our experiments.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the laser was operated with a static fill of the
appropriate gas mixture. Despite the fact that various components internal to the sustainer box
were not designed for high-vacuum, ultraclean conditions, sealed-off laser lifetimes of about
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This performance appoared to exceed the lifeliine as seen in CO, laser-

type mixtures whicli were subjected to similar testing.
advantage in designing a practical high-power laser.

Long sealed-off lifetime is a significant

The "reusable" nature of the laser medium

in this case makes this form of HF laser an attractive alternative to the usual chemical III
lasers - which by their very nature demand reusable gas flows.
The final experimental results concern the laser's efficiency and output power or energy.
Output energy was measured by using a calibrated barium titanate detector.

I Tom this measure-

ment and that of the pulse width, the laser pulse power could be determined.

During the course

of the power measurements it was determined that the existing optical cavity allowed energy extraction from only 0.1 liter.
optical energy.

Thus, the total extracted energy was 1/25 of the total available

The results of the energy power measurements arc summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1
ENERGY POWER MEASUREMENTS
Gas mixture

8 HF, 80 H2, 800 A,

Pulse width

2. 5 fisec

Pulse energy

50 mJ

Peak power

8 kW

Efficiency

0.6 percent

Note: A maji imum of 80 mJ was measured
in a longer U ngth pulse.

Note that all measurements represent orders-of-magnitude improvement over those reported in Ref. 7.

The figure of 2.2 joules potentially extractable energy is within the range stated

in the objective of this work.
energy could be extracted.'

With an appropriately designed optical cavity at least this much
Unf./rtunately such a design procedure would require knowing the

gain and saturation power of this laser.

However, after consideration of the time constrai'its

on this program, an alternate approach - that of building different forms of HF lasers - was
employed.
d.

This approach is described in a succeeding section.
Summary of IL-HK Laser

We summarize the salient results of this program as follows:
(1)

An HF laser which operated on the principal of direct electron pumping
of the laser medium has been designed and given preliminary testing.

(2)

The laser gain is workably high -but not so high that the laser exhibits
"super-radiant" output.

* Undoubtedly, the figure could be improved if gas mixture, mirror reflection, etc., were
improved.
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If the laser is sealed off, a given ßas fill has been observed to exhibit
laser action for 20 or more shots.

Considering the vacuum properties

of the system, this performance indicates long sealed-ol'f lifetimes
with the svstem are possible.
(4)

The unoptimi/.ed, extractable, optical energy from t.ic laser medium
is about 1.2 joules/liter.

However, due to limitations imposed by

the existing optical cavity, only a fraction of the available energy
was extracted.
K. M. Usgood
I). Monnev
A. ,1. Morency
i.

l.ong-l'ulse 111 Chemical Laser

An alternate and simple approach to obtaining a 1 - to 6-^sec 1- to 10-joule 1IF laser pulse
is to use a long-pulse, cold-cathode e-bearn to induce a chemical reaction in an SI',-II, gas
mixture.

The basic physics of such a laser are similar to those of a TEA or shortpulse e-beam-

initiated Sl-'^-H, hydrogen fluoride laser.

The fluorine for the inverting process of 11, ' I- -•IIF

(V ■ 3,2, 1) • II is created by disassociative attachment of the SK, by thermal electrons or by
direct molecular fragmentation by high-energy ele'-trons.
In this e.-periment, the cold-cathode electron gun from the Systems, Science, and Software
laser system (described in the previous section) was used to provide the source "f high-energy
electrons. Karlier computer studies had shown that 111 laser emission from such an irradiated
mixture would exhibit the same approximate time behavior as the electron beam pulte. This
point is illustrated in Fig. 1-17 which shows the temporal evolution of the laser pulse during
application of a triangular, i-jisec electron beam pulse.

Note that, since the cold-cathode e-beam

pulse width is variable from 1 to 5 (isec, the laser pulse from such a device should also be variable in a similar matter.
I

(

Fig. 1-17, Computer plot of temporal evolution of laser pulse
in a transverse e-beam-initiated I1F chemical laser.
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Visible Region, tiOO-IUeter-Range MTF Measurements

The visible 1-S1 was tested over a horizontal path of bOO meters i»t the ATK (Antenna Test
Range), and MTF data recorded during a typical day on an IM magnetic tape rerorder.

Fig-

ure 11-2 shows a selection of pairs of MTF data selected at both high- and low-turbulence times
during the dav. The shape of the curve represents the turbulence or seeing conditions, and each
pair of MTF curves is completely scanned in 2.5 msec.

The curves shown are "typical" at the

time indicated. Thus, the best seeing (highest MTF) is around 4 W and 4 4Hp.m. on this particular
day, 6 Manh 1974, and at this time, is virtually diffraction limited.
to deteriorate.
time.

By 4:55 p.m. it lias started

By 7:00 p.m. it is much poorer, but not as poor as late morning or around noon-

If at one particular time (say, around 7:20 p.m.) the MTF curves are examined as shown

in Fig. 11-3, it is seen that the shape, while fairly constant over a 2.5-msec time interval (each
MTF curve is fairly symmetrical), changes quite drastically over « msec.
to the next, dramatic changes are evident.

From one minute

Clearly, individual curves at one instant of time are

onlv an approximate guide to the imaging properties of the propagation path.
can only be evaluated in a statistical sense.
times.

This type of data

Attention must bo given to different integration

Over other propagation paths or conditions, the rapidity of changes in the seeing mav

be slower or faster.

An understanding of these changes is essential if imaging of an object or

the propagation of a laser beam is to be carried out with the liest results.

In some cases, a

"seeing monitor" (e.g., a continuously operating interferometer) will be essential, in other cases,
a statistical description of the propagation conditions will be necessary to properly determine
the imaging characteristics for given time intervals of a particular atmospheric path.
one million MTF curves can be measured in an hour.

Nearly

Statistical analysis of the data, m which

mean MTF, variances, and other properties of the data can be evaluated for different integration
intervals, is therefore being investigated.

The data shown in Figs. 11-2 and -3, taken with a

17H-mm-diameter Questar receiving teF-scope, are typical samples selected (almost randomly)
from a large amount of recorded data to illustrate the nature of the MTF results obtained on
imaging through *lie atmosphere.
i.

l.ong-Fath (Star-Source) Atmospheric MTl'Measurements

The 1- SI has been used to obtain MTl- measurements through the atmosphere from the ground
(with the 17H-mm Questar telescope), pointing at a star source (Sinus).
yet been examined in any detail.

These data have not

In addition, the interferometer was mounted at the focal plane

of the 91.5-cm C'assegraiman telescope aboard the NASA Ames (.'-141 airborne observatory,
and MTF data taken both on the ground and cruising at normal altitude and speed, tracking both
Arcturus and Vega at different times during the night.

Visual examination of the sheared inter-

ferogram was possible without any filters (i.e., "white-light" fringes).

For thib visual check,

the telescope was defocused, and only at very small shear values (s below 0.1) could fringes be
seen (and were photographed).
on magnetic tape.

After carefully focusing the telescope, MTF data were recorded

One sample of the preliminary flight data is reproduced in Fig. Il-4(a).

For

comparison, a laboratory-produced white-light source (tungsten lamp) MTF is reproduced in
Fig. 11-4(b).

No spectral filters were used here.

The photoinu'tiplier had an S-4 cathode, the

tungsten source was operated at a color temperature of about 2K50 K.

Clearly, the spectral

bandwidth is so wide that the MTF in Fig. ll-4(b) falls off (limit below s = 1.6) significantly because of the spectral coherence loss.

However, in Fig. II-4(a) (Vega has a color temperature
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about ll,000oK), the carrier frequency signal was fairly small (only 1 cycle) and the MTF extent
is about s = 0.07, so that over this small data region there has been little loss of signal due to
coherence limitations.

For better seeing conditions, narrowband filters must and have been

used in other experiments. This comppnson serves simply to confirm that In the star measurement, the MTF is not being degraded by the spectral coherence limitations over the range of
MTF modulations recorded here.

(This point, while demanding more clarification, will be

analyzed more completely at a later date.) The data on tape have not yet been analyzed.

A

limited number of photographs were taken of the sheared interferogram and of the star images,
and only some very rough conclusions, tentative at this time, can be reported after a "quick
look" at some of the data.
The FS1 interferometer was easily operated in flight conditions, and both a stable interferogram and a characteristic MTF (which varied with time) were observed and recorded.

The data

indicate that a boundary-layer degradation is present, whose magnitude is apparently of the
same order as was observed earlier on the Kf'-ii^ flight measurements previously reported.
This conclusion is, of course, tentative until the data l^ave been more carefully analyzed, and
will be reported at a later date.
4.

VVind-Tunnel MTF Measurements

Some preliminary MTF measurements propagating a 25-mm-diameter laser beam through
the test section of four different wind tunnels have been carried out using the FS1.

These ex-

periments were performed to assess the optical characteristics of several tunnels under normal
operating conditions.

The laser beam was directed through the respective Schlieren windows

through the tunnel test section, and the emergent beam was received by the interferometer.

A

Spectra Physirs 50-mm-diameter beam expander fitted to a HeNe laser produce»1 the 50-mmdiameter test beam.

This overfilled the 2 5-mm Spectra Physics collimator, which was fitted

to the front of the interferometer.

The received beam was thus limited to 25-mni diameter,

being then reduced by this second collimator to about 8-mm diameter before entering the interferometer. All final focusing was done electro-optically by maximizing the overall MTF curve.
The data for a number of different operating conditions (e.g.. Mach numter) were recorded on
tape.
Samples of some of the data are reproduced here from four different wind tunnels, shown
in Figs. II-5 to -9.

In all cases, a calibration run was made with the tunnels off to check that

diffraction-limited performance was obtained. Fig. ll-5(a), thereby checking the wind-tunnel
windows, the optics, and the alignment.

1.. addition, several runs were made, not through the

wind-tunnel test section but alongside the tunnel, with the tunnel and pumps or other machinery
running at normal speed, to check that vibration or acoustical noise did not upset the MFT
measurements, Fig. ll-5(b).

In all cases, diffraction-limited performance was obtained (the

propagation path being outside the wind tunnel), confirming that the noisy environment did not
disturb the measurement, as shown in Fig. 11-5.
The four wind tunnels (W.T. ) for which data were obtained are;
(a)

the USAFA 1 x 1-focc trisonic W.T. (a blow-down tunnel),

(b)

the NASA Ames 6 x 6-foot supersonic W.T.,

(c)

the NASA Ames 11-foot transonic W.T.,

(d)

the NASA Ames 14-foot transonic W.T.

M

(all closed-loop)

-»-UM
ILNNEL

OFF

TUNNEL

ON

Fig. H-6. MTF measuromonts m I SAFA triaonic wind tunnel at Mach
(2S-mm HeNe beam).
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in the last lew months demonstrates the ease with which data can be obtained.

It is believed

that ''quick-look" examination of the real-time data provides a first good indication of the characteristics of the atmospheric imaging (or propagation) properties in question.

However, a

great deal of more detailed data analysis is required, from which a more rigorous sot of conclusions can be expected.
B.

D. Kelsall

LONG-PATH MONITORING OF ATMOSPHERIC CARBON MONOXIUK
BY A Tl NABLE UIODE LASER SYSTEM*
A tunable diode laser system has been developed to measure average ambient concentrations

of carbon monoxide over an outdoor path of 610 meters.

The preliminary system capability

corresponded to a minimum detectable CO concentration of S parts per billion (ppb) with an
integration time of one second.
3,4

The laser source of the monitoring system was one of the lead-salt diode laser types,J

which have been found to have inherent advantages, such as small size and ease in wavelength
tunability. compared to other types of tunable lasers.

In this system, a PbS.

chemically tailored (x = 0.185) to operate in the 2100-cm"

Se

laser was

frequency region (4.7-nm wavelength

range), in close coincidence with the fundamental vibrational band of CO centered at 2145 cm"
(Refs. 5, 6).

Exact frequency matching and tuning through the CO absorption lines were easily

achieved by varying the injection current, which changes the junction temperature and thus the
laser wavelength.
The detection technique used for measuring the CO concentration was that of resonance
7 8 9
absorption.' '
The laser was first tuned to an appropriate CO absorption line and derivative
detection

of this line was performed to measure the integrated CO concentration over the path.

The primary innovation in the present diode laser system was utilization of a commercially
available, closed-cycle cryogenic cooler
instead of the conventional liquid-helium dewar to
provide the proper operating temperature (~15'>K) for the diode lasers.

Elimination of the

liquid-helium requirement was a dominant factor in extending well-established, laboratorybased, diode laser spectroscopic methods into the practical field system reported here.
Carbon monoxide is an important pollutant in the ambient environment today, especially in
metropolitan areas where the density of automobiles is high.

(The CO content of automobile

exhaust can be as high as 10 percent by volume.) In addition to their toxic effects, CO molecules
play an integral part in the formation and conversion of other pollutants such as NO, O, and
NO, (Ref. 11).

Traditionally, the amount of CO in ambient air has been measured by point-

sampling instrumentation based on conventional infrared techniques.

However, the limitations

of these point-sampling methods become obvious in cases where average pollution concentrations
over a large area are desired.

Thus, the long-path tunable laser system to be described here

represents a development in the direction of a versatile, remote, and reliable air-monitoring
system for that purpose.
Held measuiements with our tunable laser system were performed in an old antenna range
on the west side of Hanscom Field, Bedford, approximately 20 miles west of Boston and 2 miles
northwest of Route 128.

The site has small buildings, which contain the laser system and

associated equipment, at each end, separated by 205 meters.
are made of concrete, providing some vibrational stability.

The floors of theoe two buildings

»This «-eport describes the work performed at Lincoln Laboratory under the sponsorship of the
National Science Foundation (Research Applied to National Needs), with partial support from the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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Fig. 11-10. Soliomatic ol long-path (J05-m) duxle laser and optical system
lor monitoring atmospheru- carbon monoxide pollutant.
The most essential components ol the tunable laser and optical systems are sketched in
1 ic. 11-10. The PbS„ ^..ixr, ... laser was mounted inside a CTi closed-cycle cryogenic cooler.
Model 21. The only requirement to operate the closed-cycle cooler is a standard US- or 250-\
electr. al power line capable of 1 kW steady load. The cooler operates on the principle of expansion cooling, which is based on the adiabatic and reversible expansion of a gas in performing
work on the external load. This expansion results in a reduction of the gas (helium) temperature
due to a decrease in its internal energy bv the amount of work done.
-3
-4
The vacuum requirement inside the laser chamber is moderate (10 to 10 Torr), and
typical cool-drv.:i time from room temperature to 15 K is about 30 minutes. A coil of heater
wire and a silicon temperature sensor were attached to the cold finger and connected to a temperature controller with proper feedback circuits, in order to raise the laser temperature
above the minimum 15 K and to regulate it to within 1 mK. This additional degree of temperature control is in fact an extra laser wavelength tuning parameter which contributes to a wider
tuning ■ ange as well as better laser mode selection.
The laser radiation was collimated by an off-axis, aluminum-coated parabolic mirror,
M«l, 12 MB in diameter and transmitted across the 3Ü5-m path to a 12-cm corner-cube retroreflector, M-2, housed inside the other building. The return beam followed the same path,
reflecting from the collimating mirror to a Ge beam splitter, finally impinging on the InSb
(liquid N7-cooled) detector. Initial alignment of the infrared beam was usually assisted by a
visible He-Ne laser beam.
Instead of applying the usual absorption technique by analyzing the amount of decrease in
transmission, we employed the derivative spectroscopy method, ' which allowed for better
electronic data processing to combat the problems of atmospheric turbulence and scatterii.g
over »he long path. We found thermal effects in the atmosphere to be the main cause of the
optical degradation of the received laser signal. Thermal gradients in the atmosphere caused
beam defocusing and steering effects similar to those reported for other laser systems.
For
example, we always found the best signal stability on a rainy day, when the ambient temperature
variation over the path was small.

The derivaiive spectroscopy method involves taking the derivative of the absorption spectra.
This was accomplished by modulating the diode current with a small (5 percent) superimposed
sinusoidal current at a high frequency (~10 kHz).

Since the laser emission frequency was mod-

ulated, the derivative of the absorption spectrum was obtained by synchronous detection at 10 kHz.
At this high frequency, the effect of turbulence was minimizeH since the atmosphere was effectively "frozen" in this time scale.

The chopper (170 Hz) in Fig. 11-10 provided the "direct"

transmission and absorption signal, and current modulation at 10 kHz supplied the derivative
signal due to CO.

A typical set of these signals is shown in Fig. 11-11.

and long-path signals are displayed in the figure for comparison.

Both in-house calibration

The calibrations were taken

by optically short circuiting the laser radiation "in house" by an auxiliary small retroreflector.
Figure Il-ll(a) shows the absorption dips in the laser transmission signal and Fig. 11-11(b) is
the corresponding derivative signals.

The relative signal strength of the derivative peaks for

the long-path case in part (b) of the figure is proportional to average concentrations of CO
over 610 meters.

The long-term fluctuation in the atmosphere was eliminated electronically

by ratioing the derivative and transmitted signals, since both of them are usually affected in
the same amount.

Therefore, CO concentration is directly proportional to the ratioed signal

and is independent of atmospheric fluctuations m the received laser power.

Continuous data

logging of the ratioed signal at the positive peak of the derivative scan in Fig. 11-11(b) on a stripchart recorder provides the final system output of long-path CO pollutant monitoring.
A 10-cm calibration cell shown in Fig. 11-10 was necessary in order to obtain quantitatively
the amount of CO in the long path.

Since the path-length ratio of a 10-cm cell to a 610-meter-

long path is l/fcl00, a calibration gas of 100 ppm of CO in the cell corresponds to 16.4 ppb o\ er
the long path.

The ambient CO concentration scale was established by comparing the extra

Fig. 11-11. (a) Laser transmitted signal
for both in-house calibrations and ambient
path detected synchronously at chopper
frequency of 170 Hz. (b) Derivative signals corresponding to (a) detected at AC
modulation frequency of 10 kHz. Line
center of the derivative signal shift to
447 mA from 445 mA in (a) is the result
of additional heat from AC modulation
current.
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!• ig. 11-14. Inattended long-path (olO-m) laser monitoring of ambient
CO levels for several hours around H. 00 a.m. on two successive mornings showing the effects of rush-hour traffic.
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dot'lei'ion i i the ratio signal due to calibration gases in a 10-cm iell.
checked by Ujin^ several concentrations of calibration puiea.

System linearity ian be

The most sensitive CO monitoring over the olO-m path is shown m 1 ig. ll-l<! which represents a 12-min. run of the ratioed signal using the r(4) line. The peak-to-peak noise m the
order of integration time is no more than the width of the recording pen, which shows an upper
limit of ±2.5 ppb of CO minimum detectable signal m tins case.

Since the value of the minimum

detei table signal represents the system noise level, it also had to be checked by tuning the
laser off the resonance line, i.e.. ad lusting the DC laser current to be on the wing instead of
peak in the derivative scan shown in lig. ll-ll(b).

The off-line minimum detectable signal was

also verified to be less than the width of the recording pen (~2.S ppb).

The 164-ppb calibration

trace between 1 and 5 minutes was obtained by admitting prermxed CO and air into the 10-cm
cell (see 1-ig. 11-10).

The scale for the ambient CO concentration was therefore established.

The slight increase in tue ambient CO level between ü and 9 minutes is the result of driving an
automobile deliberately along the path to generate more CO for detection.
Measurements of longer durations have also been carried out.
monitoring result taken on a different day.

l-.gure 11-1 i is a similar

The two calibration levels at the beginning of these

traces were for 500 and 1050 ppm in a 10-cm cell equivalent to K2 and 170 ppb in the long path.
A laboratory motor 'elude was intentionally started at approximately 10 minutes near the path,
the CO level monitorvd correspondingly increased sharply,

front the results between 10 and

14 minutes, we observ id that the CO pollution emitted by the car caused a 10 percent rise in
the ambient level after the initial spike.

It can be reasoned that when the car first started, its

exhaust contained large amounts of CO due to the rich gas mixture lor a cold engine.

When the

engine was warmed up and running smoothly, the combustion was more effu lent, which then
reduced the 00 pollutants in the exhaust.

The source for a large increase in CO concentration

at 59 minutes could not be identified, even though one could speculate that the parking lot or the
nearby airport might be the gmlU polluter.
Several measurements were performed essentially unattended for several days.

The only

problem was that a large amount of beam misalignment occurred with temperature deviation at
different times of the day.

However, we have some good continuous 3- to 4-hour data to illus-

trate the system ability for unattended CO monitoring,
early morning on surce;sive days.

figure 11-14(a) and (b) was taken in the

Notice a general increase in the CO levels as traffic picked

up toward H:00 a.m. in the rush-hour period.

Since the path is only a few miles northwest of

the superhighway. Route 12H, it is therefore not surprising to see that kind of change m ambient
CO levels before and after the rush hours with proper wind directions.

Similarly, Fig. 11-15

shows the variation in average CO concentration around 5:00 p.m. rush hours on a different day,
along with the laser transmission signal.

CO concentrations in the path seemed to increase

and vary suddenly for this case, probably due to meteorological factors such as wind direction
and speed.

The detailed correlation of the time-varied CO levels and corresponding ambient

conditions in a given area w ill be necessary to develop an applicable pollutant dispersion model
for future predictions.
The major area for further work is to design a servo-controlled system to keep the mirror
aligned w'.th the retroreflector automatically.

Uepending upon the atmospheric thermal condi-

tions, this will enable the system to make measurements unattended around the clock.

Multi-

pollutant monitoring should be extended from this kind of system by further modifications of
the >ser holder and optical arrangement.

Our immediate plan calls for lasers to be fabricated
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Fig. 11-15. Inattended long-j ath (610-rn) laser monitoring for several hours
around 5:00 p.m.; (a) Laser transmiU°J signal, (b) CO monitoring data.
in the a.S-^ and 5. 3-nm ranges to monitor ambient Sü2 and NO pollutants over a long path.
In addition, a similar system is being assembled inside a motor van which will be driven to
St. Louis to participate In the T.S. EPA Regional Air Pollution System programs in the summer
of 1974.

Pollution results from our system for CO will be checked against other newly developed

sensitive CO point monitors.

The area coverage of f'O concentration results from our system

and the point monitor's data should provide some of the required input parameters for computer
modeling and predicting area pollution dispersions.
E. D. Hinklcy
R. T. Ku
J. O. Sample
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